Strengthen leadership development and executive peer-coaching during twice annual Workshops and monthly Chats.

- Professional growth, networking, and mentorship.
- Information exchanges about best practices in scientific societies with peers.
- Real time advice on professional society issues (e.g., hiring executive directors, sexual harassment policies, etc.) to ensure a successful presidency.

Bring together leaders from the full gamut of scientific and engineering research disciplines with outstanding thinkers and visionaries.

- Engagement and networking across the full spectrum of scientific and technological disciplines.

Offer engagement with scientific pioneers, top political and thought leaders, and leadership experts.

- Ready access to the top research and education leadership nationwide.

Provide a high degree of involvement and participation by members in task forces, committees, debates, publications, and projects.

- Members’ spectrum of views and consensus on major issues affecting the respective constituent communities.

Connect members with national leaders from government, universities, industry, nongovernmental organizations, and the media.

- Peer-coaching on effective advocacy processes when visiting the Hill.
- Collaboration with other science and technology societies and coalitions in advocacy.
- Advocacy activities on Capitol Hill, with access to new Congressional leaders.